Abstract
Introduction
The ideas put forth here are mostly old; they have been developed by the author and others over the past thirty years.' What is new in this presentation is showing how the nature of Model X-the program execution model advocated here Programming put together in 1968 by Larry Constantine [5] .
'One inspiring event for this work was the conference on Modular as a guide for computer system design-follows from basic requirements for supporting modular software construction.
The fundamental theme of this paper is:
The architecture of computer systems should reflect the requirements of the structure of programs. The programming interface provided should address software engineering issues, in particular, the ability to practice the modular construction of software.
The positions taken in this presentation are contrary to much conventional wisdom, so I have included a questiodanswer dialog at appropriate places to highlight points of debate. We start with a discussion of the nature and purpose of a program execution model. Our Parallelism Hypothesis is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4 we present a set of six principles a programming environment should honor to support true modular software construction. In Section 5 these principles and the parallelism hypothesis are used to derive an ideal program execution model, Model X, step by step. Section 6 comprises a description of a computer system architecture inspired by Model X and the state-of-the-art in computer technology. We conclude with some remarks on the suitability of other models of computation for supporting modular (or component-based) software construction.
Program execution models
Models of computation have several important uses relating to the design of computer systems. A model may serve as a pattern for structuring and analyzing programs. The data parallel model and the "message-passing interface" (MPI) are examples. Some models are intended as a basis for assessing performance of systems or applications. Here we are concerned with models that specify the behavior of a computer system to the extent that it is relevant to correct execution of application programs. We call these program execution models because they explicitly describe the actions involved in the execution of a program by the specified computer system. In a sense a program execution model is a formal specification of the application program interface (API) of the computer system. it defines the semantics of the target representation for the compilers of high-level languages; and it provides a clear design goal for the computer system architect.
Parallelism
Parallelism is important for several reasons:
0 Distributed computing involves parallelism 0 Single thread processor architecture is running out of steam.
0 Parallelism is an essential aspect of certain computations.
Nevertheless, parallelism introduces the possibility of nondeterminate behavior: a software component can produce different results on different runs with the same input data when the data arrive asynchronously or there are variations in the timing of internal events. It is widely appreciated that the possibility of nondeterminate behavior makes complex software difficult to design, develop and debug in a distributed or parallel computing environment. I believe in the programming principle that nondeterminate behavior should be avoided whenever it is not essential to the computation being specified. Furthermore, the semantics of a computation should be the same whether the program is run in a sequential or a parallel/distributed environment.
These ideas are captured in the following two properties of Model X which constitute our Parallelism Hypothesis: 0 Program modules in Model X must be determinate unless nondeterminate behavior is desired and explicitly introduced by the programmer.
0 Model X must permit the parallel execution of two modules whenever there is no data dependence between them that requires sequential operation.
Principles to support modular software construction
A primary concept in modular programming is the interface of a component-the manner in which the component interacts with its users. The most common kind of interface in software construction is the procedure call. Execution of a procedure call supplies a module with a set of input values and requests that the module use those values in constructing result values to be made available to the caller. To attain the full benefits of modular programming the component interface supported by the computer system should meet the following requirements: 0 Information Hiding Principle: The user of a module must not need to know anything about the internal mechanism of the module to make effective use of it.
0 Invariant Behavior Principle: The functional behavior of a module must be independent of the site or context from which it is invoked.
0 Data Generality Principle: The interface to a module must be capable of passing any data object an application may require.
0 Secure Arguments Principle: The interface to a module must not allow side-effects on arguments supplied to the interface.
0 Recursive Construction Principle: A program constructed from modules must be useable as a component in building larger programs or modules.
0 System Resource Management Principle: Resource management for program modules must be performed by the computer system and not by individual program modules.
Some of these principles have been generally appreciated for many years: The Information Hiding principle was advocated by David Parnas [29] ; it is acknowledged in the encapsulation of objects as data representations together with sets of operations, as in the abstract data types of the programming language ML [27] .
Appreciation for the Resource Management principle is evident in the success of virtual memory and paging, which relieve the programmer of the (anti-modular) use of memory overlays and the consequent ambiguity of addresses. Nevertheless, the continued practice of partitioning data into "memory" and "files" seriously impedes the practice of modular programming, and constitutes violation of the Data Generality principle because files (as opposed to file names) cannot be used as arguments or results of a program module.
On the other hand, violations of some of these principles are acclaimed as important features of popular programming environments. One of these is the Invariant Behavior principle. It is often pointed out that the ability of a module to have different behavior when invoked in differing contexts can be used to provide convenient testing facilities. HOWever, this "feature" also permits disasterous false bindings to occur leading to "code rot". It is better to make all intended behavior of a module selectable by parameter choices and satisfy the principle of Invariant Behavior.
MO
The Secure Arguments principle is particularly important for our derivation of Model X. Figure 1 shows two modules where the arguments of both modules include a shared data structure. According to our Parallelism Hypothesis, it must be permissible to execute both modules concurrently. If either module can make any change to the value of the shared argument that is observable by the other, nondeterminacy will be exhibited whenever the results of executing a module can be affected by the change.
Our principles for modular software construction are violated in one way or another by the popular imperative programming languages. Yet achieving the full benefits of modular programming is not merely a matter of programming language design because large programs and application packages generally depend on operating system services for their correct operation. Using a semantic model that spans all functions and services needed by application programs offers the possibility of making the benefits of modularity in software widely available, and encouraging the use of component-based software in computing practice.
Derivation of Model X
In the following sections we develop a program execution model guided by our six principles for modular software construction. Then in Section 6 we discuss a system architecture based on a multithread chip that could implement the model.
Module representation
Model X must include a representation of the program to be executed-a target for a compiler of a high-level user programming language. First we need an object that will A: I divide programs that use "state" into two categories: 0 (a) Those programs in which the present output of a program module may depend on the entire history of its inputs rather than just the present input. These programs use "history-sensitive'' modules but are still functional if viewed as operating on streams of data. They are determinate. The use of stream data types to support history-sensitive computations is discussed in Section 5.7.
0 (b) Programs in which a nondeterminate choice is made between alternative courses of action: for example, a reservation system where several agents compete for common resources. Support for nondeterminate computations is discussed in Section 5.8.
In Model X a function module is represented by an object we call a text ;just as a function is a fixed value, a text is not modified during function evaluation. A function may invoke other modules (functions) as required by the Recursive Structure principle. By the Parallelism Hypothesis, the order in which several independent function invocations are made must not be restricted.
Invocation of component modules
Therefore Model X provides for the concurrent evaluation of functions invoked by a given function. This leads to the parallel hierarchical structure of texts and frames illustrated in Figure 2 .
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Software component libraries and sharing
In Model X a library of modules is a data structure having the modules as structure components. The structure is passed as an extra argument to each function module that may make use of library elements, as shown in Figure 3 . In this way the binding to library elements is not subject to the fortuitous false bindings that may be created by use of userspecified directory paths and search rules, which violate the Invariant Behavior principle.
Two modules may make use of the same component module in their construction. Hence the "tree" of texts is not really a tree, but a DAG (directed acyclic graph).
Recursion
The principle that any module should be usable in the construction of higher level modules implies the ability of a module to make use of itself as a component. Such recursive calls are supported in Model X by passing a function as an argument to itself. As shown in Figure 4 this scheme generalizes to groups of mutually recursive functions.
A:
In Model X the existence of cycles in data structures leads to problems we wish to avoid. Specifically, building a cyclic structure requires either that the cycle be created in a single step, or that a node in the graph of texts be modified after it has been created. Because handling cycles adds complexity to the model and leads to inefficient memory management, we prefer the chosen scheme.
Recursion is the natural way of representing many algorithms calling for repeated application of a group of steps. Moreover, tree recursions expose the parallelism of "divideand-conquer'' algorithms, as required by the Parallelism Hypothesis. As the following section shows, there are also good reasons to choose simple cases of recursion to model and express conventional iteration schemes .
Iteration
Iteration occurs where a sequence of results are computed, each obtained from the previous by the same computation. Iterations are naturally expressed as tail recursions, so Model X does not include any specific means for representing conventional iteration schemes.
Q: Why represent iterations by recursion? Iteration is, of course, more efficient, in general.
A: For the purposes of this paper it is beneficial to use the simplest model that provides sufficient generality. If necessary, a smart compiler can convert tail recursions into iterations. With a hardware design (see Section 6) that makes memory allocation a trivial step, run-time allocation for each iteration cycle (recursive call) may actually be the more efficient choice because it permits easier exploitation of parallelism.
With recursion the tree of activations may grow indefinitely.
Q: Isn't a tree much more difficult to allocate memory for than a stack that can grow in a segment of address space?
A: For general purpose parallel computation with generality equal to the best sequential programming environments, support for an unbounded tree of activations is essential. System architectures must provide efficient support for trees of activations, as has been done in several experimental systems [28, 331.
Data structures
The Data Generality principle requires that any data object of a computation may be passed as an argument or result of a function. For Model X we must choose a general representation for computation data. To have any chance of permitting an efficient implementation our choice must acknowledge the sharing of data. (A data object may be part of the input data of several functions.) Of course, we insist that components of a data object may be processed in parallel becuase this is a major source of parallelism in computation.
The most important feature shared by data structure types is their description of a data object as having components: records and arrays are familiar examples. Modem programming languages permit data structures to be declared as nests of record and array structures having arbitrary depth. These data structures are trees. To permit sharing, we enlarge the class of trees to the class of DAGS. To eliminate any possibility of violating the Secure Arguments principle, Model X has no update operation on data structures: structures can be constructed from their components, accessed, and released (by deleting an arc clf the heap graph). With only these operations it is impossible to construct a cycle in the heap. We exclude cycles because creating a cycle involves updating a node, and opens the door to Secure Argument violations.
Q: But list structures are very important data structure for objects such as queues, and they typically involve cyclic data structures.
A: Queues are a low-level mechanism that can be supported using stream data types and Istructure mechanisms (Section 5.7). Other uses of cyclic structures in lists serve to implement various forms of tree structures which are the basic data structures of Model X.
Q:
But what about programs that operate on graphs? Surely graphs in their full generality need cyclic structures for their representation.
A:
Graphs have several representations that do not use cyclic data structure. One is an array of elements each representing an arc of the graph by a pair of integers interpreted as node identifiers. Such representations are often used because they are more efficient than representing a graph by an isomorphic data structure.
Streams and incremental data structures
A kind of data object having increasing importance is an unending sequence of values such as the successive time samples of an audio signal [ 141. The designers of signal processing equipment have used the "stream of" abstraction for many years,2 and there are several specialized programming tools based on streams.
The Sisal functional programming language [26] includes support for programming with stream data types. Stream processing modules such as FourForThree can be cascaded by function composition to form networks of modules in producer/consumer relationships, all of which can be operating concurrently in pipeline fashion, as required by the Parallelism Hypothesis.
To support pipelined operation of stream-processing modules, Model X represents a stream by an incomplete list structure (or chain of records), as Illustrated in Figure 6 . A stream element is represented by a "hole" until its value is filled in by the producer, a function module that defines a data stream. A consumer function is delayed when it 
Nondeterminate computation
The need for nondeterminate computation arises when events can occur asynchronously that require use of a shared resource. In some cases the competing events arise in an ongoing computation within the computer system, for exam3We can preclude the formation of cycles that could arise from filling a hole as follows: Whenever a shell containing a hole is created we require that (1) the new shell is placed in il hole of a pre-existing shell node (or a root shell node of the heap); and (2) the new shell does not have any structure components except for holes.
ple, when independent jobs enter print requests in the queue for a printing device. In other cases, the events occur outside the computer system, as when airline agents independently request bookings for the same flight.4 Q: But concurrent object-oriented languages [l, 21, 311 make this simple. The nondeterminate selection among competing input messages is built into the object model.
A:
The problem is that in concurrent 0-0 languages you have to use the mechanism whether you need to or not. Nondeterminacy is introduced as a consequence of concurrency, whether or not it is desired by the programmer. Object-oriented languages are generally unsatisfactory because of violation of the Secure Arguments principle, and the difficulty of practicing object encapsulation at a depth greater than one due to inadequate support of the Recursive Structure principle.
Generally, each case of nondeterminacy in application code may be viewed as requests arising from function modules and entering a queue to obtain service. The nondeterminacy exists only in entering the requests in the queue. In Model X each source of requests generates a sequence of request messages which are formed into a stream and merged nondeterminately with other request streams. The basic operation is the nondeterminate merge (ND-Merge) [IO] , which arbitrarily interleaves the elements of two input streams to yield its output stream.
Q:
But once you have introduced a mechanism for nondeterminacy, haven't you opened Pandora's box and permitted cycles to be created?
A: As the ND-Merge is used in Model X, it merely takes elements of given streams and appends them to a single output stream. The interleaving of stream elements does not introduce any new mechanism that could create cycles in the heap.
Architectural considerations
Here we consider the architecture of a highly parallel computer system for executing computations expressed in Model X. First we note an important distinction between two classes of computations based on their need for resource 41t is also true that asynchronously proceeding function activations in Model X compete for allocation of system memory. This involves nondeterminate choice, but this mechanism is part of the system itself, and not explicit in the application program. management during execution. Then we discuss some important architectural features that allow the achievement of superior performance as well as supporting modular software construction. A brief discussion of the organization of a high performance single chip multithread processor for Model X computations concludes this section on architecture.
Static and dynamic computations
It is helpful to distinguish two classes of computations according to how processing and memory resources are managed during program execution: 0 Class A (Static). These computations require no resource (processor/memory) allocation decisions during program execution.
0 Class B (Dynamic). These computations require dynamic management of resources (load balancing, memory management) during execution.
For static computations, the function activation tree in Model X is effectively fixed and each of its nodes can be statically mapped to the processing resources of the target system. The heap can be implemented as a single segment of address space. Each recursion must be analyzed and shown to be an iteration (tail recursion); each such iteration may produce a series of data structure values which can be assigned to a fixed number of (reused) memory regions. Producerkonsumer relationships can be identified and modules assigned to processors so as to achieve a balanced load on processing elements and communication links. This class of computations is a generalization of the data parallel class which has been successfully used (in the context of HPF [24] and Fortran 90) as the basis for programming many scientific computations for massively parallel computers [30] . The program analysis required to identify data parallel opportunities is much easier within the framework of a functional programming language such as Sisal, and an extension of compile-time analysis to stream-based computations in signal processing has been developed [ 151. Although the class of static computations can be mapped readily to conventional multiprocessor systems, the benefits of multithread processor architecture will yield significantly better performance for these applications.
In the class of dynamic computations (Class B) the control structures involved in program execution are highly datadependent. It is very difficult to code such problems for effective parallel execution using current systems: The coding is intricate and error-prone, and mechanisms must be used that violate the principles of modular programming. This class includes such 'programs as compilers for high-level programming languages, symbolic information processing, graphical interface code, as well as much of commercial data processing and many "irregular" scientific applications. The class of dynamic computations can benefit immensely from the support of Model X for modular software and parallel execution.
Features to support Model X
An attractive computing environment can be created by designing a system so that the principles of modular software construction are honored by an architecture in which resource allocation is flexible and cheap. We suggest that some powerful ingredients for achieving this are:
0 Use multithreaded processing architecture [ 161.
0 Support dynamic use of DAG data structures by a hierarchical memory system with a fixed size allocation unit.
0 Associate a permanent unique identifier with every data object.
A multithreaded architecture in which successive instructions executed may be from different threads allows several important benefits?
High utilization of functional units, for example, floating point units.
Latency tolerance for memory read operations.
Reduction of context-switching overhead.
Q:
Why is it necessary to use permanent unique identifiers for all data objects? Can't the same effect be accomplished through emulation or simulation?
A: Dynamic resource management is required when data objects of various sizes are created, accessed, and released, or their intensity of use varies widely during computation. For efficient memory management, it must be possible to use any available location for an object without having to change the identifier used to reference it. Maintaining access to an object that is susceptible to being moved is complex and inefficient, especially in highly concurrent systems.
Why is it important to use a fixed size unit of allocation?
'Some of the early dataflow proposals, for example [ 111 may be viewed as multithreaded processors in which each instruction is a thread by itself.
Several workers soon realized that utilizing some register context (and a notion of short instruction sequences) would yield a more efficient processing architecture, for example [20, 131. A: When a fixed size unit it used the allocation of memory for a new data object can be made a trivial operation. Otherwise, complex data structures and search algorithms must be used to keep records of storage state. Use of a fixed size of memory allocation unit has several important benefits, especially in the frameworks of a highly parallel system: Storage management operations can be implemented in hardware yielding very inexpensive and efficient allocation of memory. It is never necessary to move a data unit for "logical" reasons. (For performance reasons data units may be duplicated at higher memory levels (caching).) It is never necessary to change the address at which a data unit may be found. It supports universal addressing A program to be executed on the proposed system consists of many separate functions. We assume that execution of each instantiation of a function is carried out on a single multithread processor. This is the same policy that has been found to be effective on the Monsoon multiprocessor [28] . In the case of tail-recursive stream-processing functions, it is likely that successive instantiations of a function will be performed by the same processor. We assume further that all data objects are constructed in the local memory of the 6Memoty consistency models appear to be necessary in conventional multiprocessor systems to ensure that the synchronization primitives used for conventional process synchronization work correctly and are ordered properly with respect to reads and writes of data. In Model X, "synchronization" is combined with data transfer as in the !-structure mechanism for passing stream elements, or the implementation of the ND-Merge. processor where the function is being executed. There are no remote create operations, only remote data structure access requests. Under these assumptions, four message types are used for interprocessor communication in direct support of program execution:
MTP: Multithread
Initiate a function instance at a specified node with a given argument (scalar or structure).
Return the result (scalar or structure) of a function application to the the site of invocation.
Request access to a data structure component at a remote node.
Return a structure component value to the requestor.
The multithread processor chip
The Multithread Processor (MTP) is a single chip that contains Instruction Interpreters (11), Functional Units (FU), and Associative Memory Cache modules (AMC), as shown in Figure 8 . The chip is organized so the instruction interpreters share use of the FUs and AMCs and high levels of utilization are possible.
This processor organization is a radical departure from conventional design in that each instruction is independently scheduled for execution. Yet the architecture reflects trends evident in such designs as the "all-cache" architectures, and features of the Monsoon multiprocessor [28] . In particular, 
cessor.
each MTP uses a fast Associative Memory Cache (AMC) organized in chunks of about 32 bytes each, each chunk being identified by a key and accessed using hardware associative search. The program execution scheme is designed to take advantage of the fast and efficient memory allocation and deallocation that may be implemented in hardware with this organization.
The main memory will also be organized in chunk-sized blocks. Each data object has its home in a chunk of main memory, and is brought into an AMC unit automatically when called for by computing activity. A chunk will never hold parts of unrelated semantic objects, so there will be no problems of false sharing. The AMCs serve to reduce the time needed to access heavily referenced objects.
Q:
Why not build the proposed system from commercial off-the-shelf microprocessors?
A: Conventional microprocessors (CISC, RISC, Superscalar, VLIW) are designed for single processor workstationRC use, and are not optimal for multiprocessor use. They are not latency tolerant, and cannot exploit the sharing of functional units. Their context switching cost is too high, and they do not support efficient Q: But conventional microprocessors have the advantage of high-volume, low-cost production, and massive engineering effort.
A: I believe contemporary ASIC fabrication technology is capable of achieving performance levels close to what can be achieved using massively engineered full-custom designsufficiently close that the difference will be small compared to the architectural advantages and general benefits from supporting Model X. The unit cost will be higher initially, but keep in mind that the processor is just one part of system cost and the benefits can include improving the effective utilization of other components such as memory devices and interconnection structures.
But the industry is not willing to move to a new programming model. There is too great an investment in software that only runs on conventional APIs.
A:
The industry has reached a turning point. Soon, moving to parallel computing and multiprocessing on a chip will be the only possibility for advancing system performance. Available models for parallel computing are lacking in every dimension: performance, programmability, generality. Hopefully it will be possible to successfully introduce a new and powerful programming model in a domain, signal processing and real-time systems, where the importance of legacy software is relatively low, and the benefits of modular software construction will be high.
Conclusion
Model X is essentially the Graph/Heap model described by the author in 1974 [9] , which evolved from [7, 81 . The "unravelling interpreter" model of Arvind [2] has similar characteristics. The benefits of using unique identifiers for data objects and a fixed unit of allocation were argued by the author in 1968 [7] . The same reasoning was used to justify use of segmentation together with paging in the architecture of the Multics time-sharing system [4, 6] . The incorporation of streams and incomplete data structures in the model stems from ideas of Ken Weng [ 171, and our recent proposals for supporting nondeterminate computations [ 1 81 have evolved from [lo] . We hope to be able to construct an experimental system that implements the model described in this paper in the near future. We expect that its application programming language will be Objectsisal [ 181.
Among the early proposals for modeling formally the complete semantics of a programming language or computer system are the Church lambda calculus and Johnston's contour model. The lambda calculus has major significance as an inspiration to programming language designers through the work of John McCarthy and Peter Landin, and efforts of the functional programming community. In contrast to Model X, the lambda calculus provides no direct way of modeling data structures and sharing, and offers little guidance regarding the expression of concurrency or nondeterminate computation. The contour mode1 [22] focussed on explaining the operational semantics of concurrent processes in an Algol-like setting using conventional primitives for creating and synchronizing processes. The Vienna DeJnition Language (VDL) [25] used tree-structures in a formal model for the PL/1 programming language (with numerous violations of our principles for modular software). VDL evolved to the Vienna Definition Method (VDM) which incorporates some of the basic principles and notation of "Scottery" [32] , and could be used to formally express the operational se- 'There are other important computational models, mostly intended as paradigms for analyzing performance issues, and their formulation does not address the program structure issues considered here.
Q:
There has been a lot of work on semantic models for computer programs? Has it had any influence on the architecture of practical computer systems? If not, then why?
